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■

MM-1 + after market system / Digital

Ai NET

IP BUS

The terminal should be TOS.

The terminal should be TOS.

Input ACC power supply to            and add a switch(not 
included). It switches over from MM-1 to CD tuner by the 
switch’s ON/OFF.

Switch (not inckuded)

Connection to after market audio system ( carrozzeria X )

■

MM-1 + after market system / Digital

Connection to after market audio system ( Alpine former F1 )

Vehicle ACC power supply

Input ACC power supply to            and add a switch(not 
included). It switches over from MM-1 to CD tuner by the 
switch’s ON/OFF.

Switch (not inckuded)

Vehicle ACC power supply

Note : The switch (not included) is necessary for switching over from MM-1 to 
another system (factory standard or after market system). Volume is 
controled by CD tuner(RS-D7X). Terminal of the digital cable needs 
processing to fit on. 

Note : The switch (not included) is necessary for switching over from MM-1 to 
another system (factory standard or after market system). Volume is 
controled by CD tuner(7990J). Terminal of the digital cable(COAX) needs 
processing to fit on. 

Examples of MM-1 installation
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Input remote output of the after market reciever to           It 
switches over from MM-1 to the after market receiver by the 
after market system’s ON/OFF.

NWAMPRear view camera

DVD  NAVI  VIDEO

PXI-H990

DVI-9990

MM-1 + after market system / Analog

■ Connection to after market audio system ( Alpine new F1 )

MM-1 + after market system / Analog■ Connection to after market audio system

Note : It switches over from MM-1 to another system 
by the source changeover of DVI-9990.

After market reciever

Remote output



NWAMP

■ Connection to factory standard audio system (1)

■ Connection to factory standard audio system (2)

MM-1 + factory standard system

MM-1 + factory standard system + after market amplifier system

FM Modulator

When the factory standard audio system has an auxiliary input, 
connect                   of Smart Interface to the auxiliary input of 
the factory standard audio system.If not, use FM modulator (not 
included).

Input ACC power supply to            and add a switch(not 
included). It switches over from MM-1 to CD tuner by the 
switch’s ON/OFF.

Switch (not included)

Rear view camera

DVD  NAVI  VIDEO

Rear view camera

DVD  NAVI  VIDEO

FM modulator or auxiliary input

Factory standard audio system

Factory standard 
audio system

Factory standard 
speaker system

Vehicle ACC power supply


